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SINTESI
Design by Team Snaidero

Looking for modernity in the simplicity of the forms and in attention to details.
A perfect model if you're looking for balance and harmony in your space.
Sintesi enhances daily life and makes you want to be surrounded by objects that are warm
and involving but at the same time sought-after and technological.
Its image lets you immediately perceive the functional content of the project and to
obtain new solutions that are aesthetically technical and professional.
It is a kitchen that transmits high-quality workmanship thanks to the special
configuration of the door equipped with a thin aluminium profile.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
DOORS









Shangai gloss red laminate
Ice white laminate
Gloss lunar black laminate
Linen beige laminate
Lacquered gloss red laminate
Pechino white gloss laminate
Prime imitation walnut laminate
Daniela imitation walnut laminate

WORKTOP









Steel
Unicolor white laminate with solid light oak, dark oak, brandy oak
Unicolor white laminate with solid aluminium
Steel with solid white oak
Quartz with solid light oak, dark oak, brandy oak, white oak
Marble
Quartz
Solid Surface

BODY





White embossed
Customizable silk white
Graphite grey
Silver grey

HANDLE





“Onda” matt/gloss aluminium
“Modulo” matt/gloss aluminium
“Unit” aluminium gloss steel finish
“Riga” satin finish variable interval
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IMAGE SELECTION
Sintesi Pechino white gloss laminate
The lightness and elegance of this single
monochromatic version is accentuated by the
gloss finish of the doors that provides
reflections and plays of light.
The private operating zone of the wall units
creates a unique volume with the pantry
cabinets that divide the space like a true
piece of furnishing.
Sintesi Prime imitation walnut laminate
Two well-defined work areas take centre
stage in this warm and welcoming
atmosphere.
The pantry cabinets are expertly equipped
and frame the island zone where the worktop
and the sink are obtained from a light white
Solid Surface

Sintesi Daniela imitation walnut laminate
Working with absolute freedom on the
worktop; that's what this composition has to
offer in all the elements that surround you
and put you at the centre of the room.
In addition, light is the strong distinctive
element that enhances these surfaces thanks
to the use of the special backs and rack with
hood.

Sintesi Shangai gloss red laminate
Enhancing the island thanks to the use of a
functional block for cooking and steel sink
and a snack surface in dark oak.
The pantry cabinets with built-in appliances
compete the contents of the composition.

For further information and images, please visit the Press Area of our website
www.snaidero.com or write to press@snaidero.it .
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